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Synopsis:
A Tasmanian small business has won State and international safety awards for an 
innovative and unique fatigue management system. Developed in-house, SLEPT predicts 
when fatigue is likely to become an issue, and has changed employee and customer 
attitudes towards safety.

Organisation:  Briar Maritime 
No. of Staff: 10 
Operations: 24/7

Key Outcomes:
  Focusing on specific safety challenges in your business and devising practical solutions for your 

circumstances are effective in addressing those challenges

  External recognition of safety and risk management systems increases employee engagement  
and acceptance

  Mutual trust and loyalty between employees and management increases the effectiveness of any 
safety or operations system

  Programs that require information input from employees will only be as effective as the quality of 
information entered

  Systems must be kept simple, with a clear relationship between information and its purpose,  
to encourage continuing employee input

  Sustained commitment, supported by a financial and time investment, increases the effectiveness 
of risk mitigation programs

Case Study: 
International acclaim for in-house developed 
fatigue management system 
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Introduction 
Briar Maritime Services is a well-respected marine 
survey and consultancy firm that has supplied 
consultancy, training and survey services to the 
marine, insurance, energy and mining industries in 
Australia and Pacific Rim countries since 1985.

Based on Tasmania’s north coast, the company 
provides metrology, terminal operations and small 
boat services 24 hour a day as well as internationally-
accredited industry training.

Briar Maritime employs four full-time and six casual 
staff, with all employees ‘working from home with a 
mobile office and backpack’.

The nature of services provided by Briar, and the 
locations in which it operates, means risk management 
is a significant issue for the company. Working in a 
marine environment and providing metrology services 
for fuel companies, for example, bring environmental 
and pollution risks into play. 

As a small business with limited resources, Briar staff 
regularly undertake excessive travelling – up to 
100,000km a year at day or night – making road safety 
its number one safety risk. From a Safe Vehicles and 
Safe Road Use perspective, the company ensures its 
vehicles are 5-star ANCAP safety rated. The fleet is well 
maintained and regularly updated, and each company 
vehicle is fitted with an alarm that reminds drivers to 
take regular breaks.

However, most safety risks the company needs to 
mitigate, from pollution to road safety, are underpinned 
by fatigue. Fatigue is a well-established risk factor 
in road trauma, and a tired worker who forgets to 
depressurise a hose when completing metrology tasks, 
for example, can cause an environmental incident. 
That is why Briar Maritime developed its own fatigue 
management system to address the most significant 
and underlying safety risk its faces. 

Fatigue Comes Into Focus
Briar Maritime recognised the ‘writing on the wall’ 
when regulations focussed on managing fatigue at sea 
were beginning to be introduced. 

Fatigue came into stark focus for the company when 
one of the co-owners crashed into the back of a 
parked truck on the way home from a job. While 
fatigue had been managed in accordance with rest 
period procedures, fatigue still played a major role in 
the accident.

The crash, combined with emerging industry trends, 
reinforced that fatigue was a major issue for the 
safety of Briar’s personnel. It also clearly demonstrated 
conventional strategies that centred on maximum 
shift and minimum rest periods were ineffective in its 
industry because of limited human resources, servicing 
global clientele around the clock, and erratic and 
lengthy hours. 

Briar management researched other existing control 
measures to deal with fatigue. After concluding none 
were compatible with its style of work, it set about 
developing its own customised fatigue management 
program that focussed on alerting individuals 
to the extent of their own tiredness and allowed 
managers to evaluate the risks associated with that 
level of fatigue. The result is the SLEPT (System for 
Logging and Evaluating Personal Tiredness) database, 
which has evolved into a fatigue warning signal for 
individual employees and a predictive tool that allows 
management to reallocate or reschedule work to 
reduce the risk of fatigue.
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Fatigue came into stark focus for 
the company when one of the co-
owners crashed into the back of 
a parked truck on the way home 
from a job.  



Waking up to SLEPT 
SLEPT is an innovative management tool for 
monitoring and predicting potential fatigue risks 
in individuals, project teams, ship staff or shore 
personnel. The system requires all personnel, 
including management and employees, to log their 
work hours. 

Initially a paper-based system with employees 
logging information by hand, it was soon 
computerised via Excel spreadsheet. However the 
major development in the system was when Briar 
Maritime invested in employing a software company 
to create the SLEPT database for entering and 
storing data. As well as electronically logging hours, 
the electronic database increased functionality by 
introducing a drop down menu listing the tasks 
employees carried out, attaching a risk weighting to 
each task. 

Employees enter their information into their own 
computer via a Personal Journal, including their start 
and stop times and the task. 

Importantly, it also allows employees to enter a 
personal assessment of their own fatigue, and 
includes a check box for “other employer”, which 
encourages casual employees in particular to 
incorporate external times and tasks that may affect 
their overall fatigue levels. This information is not 
seen when data is ‘synchronised’ at the administrative 
level. Including these external factors to ensure an 
accurate assessment is made illustrates the value 
Briar Maritime places on mitigating fatigue risk 
and on working with employees to combine their 
personal life fatigue influences with work pressures.

Measuring Fatigue 
The SLEPT system then calculates a fatigue indicator, 
which alerts the individual that their own tiredness 
may have reached a level that could adversely 
impact on their safety at work.

Several factors are incorporated into calculating that 
number, such as total hours worked over the past 
day, week and month; number of call outs during 
the day; unusual start times; long shifts; complexity, 
physicality and risk of tasks; and exertions out of 
nominal work times.

Through practice, Briar Maritime has found that if the 
fatigue rating indicator is below 15, then fatigue is 
considered to be manageable. At 15, the individual is 
likely to begin showing signs of fatigue. At 20, there 
are definite fatigue indicators, and at 24 or above 
immediate action is required.

If the fatigue indicator is above 15 employees are 
to notify their manager and they will cooperatively 
implement measures to manage fatigue, based on 
the level of fatigue risk indicated, the type of job to 
be performed and its level of risk. For example, if a 
long drive to a task is causing concern, then staying 
in a local hotel rather than driving back may mitigate 
that risk. The employee may be re-assigned to a less 
tiring task, or perhaps assigning two people to the 
task instead of one may address the fatigue risk.

Essentially, the system allows management to 
monitor workloads and reassign tasks as required to 
mitigate fatigue-related risks. 
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a fatigue indicator, which alerts 
the individual that their own 
tiredness may have reached a 
level that could adversely impact 
on their safety at work.
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Taking The Next Step
After testing the system, and the risk weightings 
attached to tasks, for four years, Briar management 
became confident enough in the veracity of 
the information to take the next step in the 
development of SLEPT: moving from a reactive 
evaluation of fatigue after work was completed, to 
using it as predictive tool. 

This meant that at times of anticipated high 
workloads, employees could enter their expected 
work hours for the week ahead. This highlighted 
potential fatigue issues to the employee, who may 
be able to change their own actions to influence 
that risk, and alert managers that an intervention 
may be appropriate to mitigate potential fatigue-
related safety issues.  

Summarised data generated by SLEPT, in particular 
this predictive information, allows the company 
to track how frequently and to what extent staff 
are overtired. Results show that over its first year, 
the volume of fatigue indicators over 15 dropped 
significantly. Fatigue indicator scores above 24 have 
now been eliminated, and scores above 15 are 
‘unusual’. This demonstrates that employees have 
become more adept at – and aware of – managing 
fatigue and are more likely to avoid situations 
where fatigue becomes a risk factor.

Briar stresses that SLEPT was only ever designed 
to be an aid in managing fatigue, acknowledging 
the system has its limitations. It does not meet any 
regulatory requirements for work hours, mandatory 
breaks or rest periods. 

However, the system’s strengths lie in being 
developed specifically for the industry Briar 
operates in and, beyond being an actual 
management tool, it forces employees, their 
managers and even customers to proactively focus 
on fatigue as a risk to be mitigated, not something 
that can be ignored until after the job is finished.  
By then, it may be too late.
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Matter of Trust
The fundamental factor in the success of Briar 
Maritime’s SLEPT initiative is that the company, 
and its use of SLEPT, is built on trust. Employees 
trust that management accept fatigue ratings 
at face value, without questioning reasons 
why, and practice over several years has proven 
that management have the best interests of 
their workforce at heart. Conversely, this trust 
relationship has built employee loyalty and has 
resulted in employees presenting for work in a fit 
state in the vast majority of cases.

The effectiveness of the SLEPT system relies on 
the accuracy and quality of inputted data. While 
data is periodically synchronised with a master 
administrative copy for collation of group data 
and to alert managers that an intervention may be 
necessary, management can only see the fatigue 
indicator generated at the end of the process, not 
the personal self-assessment or other employer 
information. If, for example, a fatigue rating is high, 
management are not able to determine whether 
that has been caused by casual workers working 
long hours for another employer, or whether 
perhaps the employee went to bed later than they 
should have. 

Employees who may wish to ‘hide’ information 
from their employer have no need to. They know 
Briar management does not query the reasons for 
the fatigue indicator, they accept it and work with 
the employee to mitigate the risk factor where 
required. This is essential to accurate data being 
entered and an accurate result obtained. As an 
employer, Briar must be confident that accurate 
information is being entered to allow it to correctly 
address the real situation.

This trust relationship between the employer 
and employee underpins SLEPT, and that trust 
has never been abused by employees entering 
inaccurate data.

Management’s philosophy is to treat each 
employee’s safety as they treat their own, and 
each team member has become more like a family 
member than an employee.
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International Recognition 
Briar Maritime’s innovative approach to 
safety through developing the SLEPT fatigue 
management system has been recognised with 
major safety awards. In 2011, the company won 
the Tasmanian WorkSafe award, and then went 
on to be highly commended in the Australian 
WorkSafe Awards. The following year it won 
the Management/Operations category in the 
prestigious International Safety At Sea awards.

Such external and independent recognition has 
proven a key factor in driving acceptance of the 
SLEPT database. Employee attitudes towards the 
importance of managing fatigue, and acceptance 
of the fatigue indicator and the need to take  
appropriate measures to combat potential risk, has 
improved significantly. For example, previously 

employees were reluctant to stay overnight in 
local accommodation even though it had already 
been booked, still preferring to drive home after 
completing a job in the early hours of the morning. 
Following external recognition, they began to stay 
more often.

The awards also helped Briar justify decisions to 
major customers when changing circumstances 
increased the risk of fatigue and scheduled work 
had to be delayed.  While this has only happened 
three times, relying on SLEPT has helped justify 
their decision. In fact, on each occasion the client 
has praised Briar for ‘doing the right thing’.

This demonstrates that 
employees have become more 
adept at – and aware of – 
managing fatigue and are more 
likely to avoid situations where 
fatigue becomes a risk factor.
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Challenges And Key Lessons
With limited resources, small business operators have 
a tendency to ‘push themselves’ without considering 
the effects of fatigue. A system such as SLEPT makes 
every individual, whether they are the business owner 
or casual staff, focus on fatigue.

The style of work Briar performs, and the unusual 
and constant nature of its demands, presents 
another challenge in effectively managing levels of 
fatigue. Management researched existing fatigue 
control measures and after determining these were 
incompatible with their style of work, the company 
developed its own customised program. While this 
created a financial burden, the system has proven 
its worth in preventing fatigue-related incidents 
and creating peace of mind for management and 
employees alike.

Importantly, that investment, combined with a 
sustained commitment to developing and improving 
the system, has been crucial in driving the success  
of SLEPT.

Keeping any safety system, particularly one that 
requires employees to enter information, simple is 
imperative in increasing employee engagement 
and system effectiveness. In Briar’s case, a focus on 
constant improvement of the SLEPT database resulted 
in more categories being added to the task drop down 
menu. While the aim was to make the system more 
accurate and representative, too many choices made 
it more cumbersome and complex. Similar tasks were 
then grouped to streamline data entry.

Similarly, maintaining a focus on regular entry 
of information is a challenge for any safety 
management system, particularly for a company 
like Briar where workloads fluctuate significantly. In 
particular, when workloads are light and fatigue is 
less likely to be an immediate concern, employees 
can forget to enter information.

Regularly synchronising the SLEPT database helps 
to combat this, and the next step is to take the 
system into the ‘cloud’, which will allow instant 
synchronisation. External recognition has proven to 
drive engagement with the safety system. Frequent 
reminders of the importance of keeping information 
up to date are also provided at regular company 
safety meetings.

Taking into account ‘real world’ practicalities and 
external factors that are beyond the company’s control 
but still affect employee fatigue, also increase the value 
and utility of fatigue management systems.

Briar has demonstrated that identifying and focussing 
on a specific safety challenge in your own business, 
and ‘thinking outside the square’ to implement a 
customised solution, can have impressive results.

While fatigue is not a risk unique to Briar, its specific 
issues meant that fatigue management practices 
used elsewhere in industry were not practical for its 
circumstances. Management paused, considered their 
particular issue, and developed a practical solution that 
worked for their business.

Briar has demonstrated that 
identifying and focussing on a 
specific safety challenge in your 
own business, and ‘thinking 
outside the square’ to implement 
a customised solution, can have 
impressive results.
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